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Chinese lunar rover makes tracks on the far side of the moon CNET
Jan 4, - New images show Yutu-2, China's lunar rover, rolling
across a lunar Photos show Chinese lunar rover making tracks
on the far side of the.
Chinese Rover Making Tracks on Dark Side of the Moon | Voice
of America - English
Sep 6, - The twists and turns of the last tracks left by
humans on the moon crisscross the surface in this LRO image of
the Apollo 17 site. In the thin lunar soil, the trails made by
astronauts on foot can be easily distinguished from the dual
tracks left by the lunar roving vehicle, or LRV.

Photos: China lunar rover leaves tracks on far side of the
moon - Business Insider
New images show Yutu-2, China's lunar rover, rolling across a
lunar Photos show Chinese lunar rover making tracks on the far
side of the.
Apollo moon tracks, trash in never before-seen images - CBS
News
The Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter's cameras have just captured
some stunning photographs of the tracks that humans left
behind at the.
DLR - Blogs - All blog posts - Looking for tracks on the Moon
The Chinese Jade Rabbit 2 rover is making tracks on the soft,
snowlike surface of the far side of the moon. The rover drove
off its lander’s ramp and onto the lunar surface late
Thursday, about 12 hours after the Chang’e-4 spacecraft made
the first-ever landing on the moon’s.
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Can anyone here explain why this is so? Facebook Icon The
letter F. Searchfor:. China's space agency has said its
objective Tracks of the Moon to learn more about the far side
of the moon — including about things like mineral composition
and the structure of its surface — as well as about the sun,
other planets, and the origin of the stars. It indicates the
ability to send an email. Look at the difference with the
other: Is the same effect as when you take a photo in the
night and you aply brightness later.
However,thesmearishardlynoticeableandfeaturesattheApollositesdefi
second image shows it in the distance, leaving behind a set of
tracks in the lunar soil.
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